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Abstract 
Anticipating market demands for fiscal year 2011/12 an extra 10 kt per year output in 
the Cold Rolling area was one of the main targets for "Novelis do Brasil". From the 
cold rolling perspective this was a quite challenging number considering the speed 
constraints at CM2 (Cold Mill #2), main process route for canning finishing passes, 
where average rolling speed was limited to 930 mpm due to a severe surface defect 
and secondary bearing issues. Historically CM2 had three main speed constraints(1): 
"Scratch gouge" (surface defect); work roll axial thrusting; work roll chocks 
overheating. The most severe one was the scratch gouge defect, because its 
incidence was a day-to-day routine and the average monthly rejection was 187 t. 
This defect is a more pronounced manifestation of wear and is formed during coiling 
when each new layer of aluminum lands on the already coiled metal. Due to the 
dynamics of coiling, some air is unavoidably wrapped into the coil. This air gap 
between the sheets is expected to persist for several laps into the coil and when this 
occurs the coiling stress is supported only by the highest asperities of the metal 
surface(2). Thus any transverse or longitudinal vibrations may cause wear at high 
stress points. This project outlined the mechanical initiation of the defect and 
confirmed its mechanism. Discussions of the proposed solutions are highlighted in 
this presentation. 
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1  INTRODUCTION            
 
Anticipating market demands for fiscal year 2011/12 an extra 10 kt per year output in 
the Cold Rolling area was one of the main targets for "Novelis do Brasil". From the 
cold rolling perspective this was a quite challenging number considering the speed 
constraints at CM2 (Cold Mill #2), main process route for canning finishing passes, 
where average rolling speed was limited to 930 mpm due to a severe surface defect 
and secondary bearing issues.  
Historically CM2 had three main speed constraints: "Scratch gouge" (surface defect); 
work roll axial thrusting; work roll chocks overheating. The most severe one was the 
scratch gouge defect, because its incidence was a day-to-day routine and the 
average monthly rejection was 187 t. This defect is a more pronounced manifestation 
of wear and is formed during coiling when each new layer of aluminum lands on the 
already coiled metal. Due to the dynamics of coiling, some air is unavoidably 
wrapped into the coil. This air gap between the sheets is expected to persist for 
several laps into the coil and when this occurs the coiling stress is supported only by 
the highest asperities of the metal surface. Thus any transverse or longitudinal 
vibrations may cause wear at high stress points. 
The project goal was to achieve an extra 10 kt per year output in the Cold Rolling 
area through the elimination of speed constraints related to scratch gouge defects 
and other secondary speed constraints. 
 
2  MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 
Lean Six Sigma methodologies and tools were applied to identify the defect 
mechanism, propose solutions and achieve project target. The first step was a 
complete characterization of the defect and literature research(1-3) to develop solid 
background knowledge for discussions around the defect mechanism and potential 
solutions. 
  
2.1  Defect Characterization 
  

 
Figure 1 – Scratch gouge type determination: 70% Chinese Script and 30% Scratch Dent. 
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Figure 2 – Scratch gouge characterization: Left – Average distance from operator side edge; Right – 
Average indentation depth. 
 
A coil was rolled in high speed (1180 mpm) to produce a severe scratch gouge and 
then it was mapped to observe how the defect evolved through the coil. 
   

   
Figure 3 – High speed test and coil mapping. Left – Coil mapping; Right – Defect dimensions 
evolution through coil length. 
 
Binary logistic regression was conducted to elect the main inputs for the scratch 
gouge initiation and to support potential solutions.  
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Figure 4 – Binary logistic regression. 

 
3 DISCUSSION 
 
Building a solid understanding of the issue the team was able to clearly build a defect 
model to illustrates the defect initiation mechanism and use it as a basis for solutions 
generation. 
 
3.1  Defect Model 
 

 
Figure 5 – Left: Scratch gouge mechanical initiation model; Right: Key project metrics. 

 
Once the defect model and the key variable were identified a series of tests were 
conducted to define the best solutions to drive the desired results. The main solutions 
are listed below divided by the mechanism field: 
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3.2  Proposed Solutions 
 
3.2.1  Solutions related to pressure point (X1) 

 New ironing roll coverage design: A series o modeling conducted at NGTC 
(Novelis Global Technology Centre) to determine an ironing hardness able to 
absorb higher levels of vibration (one of the main actions).  

   

 
Figure 6 – Top: Modelling of old configuration considering a harder coverage; Bottom: Modeling of the 
current configuration considering a softer coverage. 
 

 Ironing roll coverage width increased from 1000 mm to 1200 mm following 
network information from Logan plant (Don Miller – Cold Rolling Automation). 
This achieve a better force distribution in minimize air entrapments (one of the 
main actions). 

 Acquisition of 250 new steel spools. 
 Implementation of on-line monitoring system for on-line temperature and 

vibration measurement of the ironing roll. 
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Figure 7 – Ironing roll monitoring system. 
3.2.2  Solutions related to relative motion/vibration (X2) 

 Work roll roughness increased from 18-21 µin to 21-24 µin. This provides 
better grip between laps and on the exit deflector, providing better stability to 
the strip, thus avoiding relative motion and surface wear (one of the main 
actions). 

 After a series of vibration measurements the exit mandrill was replaced. The 
measurements identified frequency maps characteristically from rotational 
looseness and damaged bearings. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Exit mandrill vibration maps. Top: Before replacement; Bottom: After replacement. 

 
3.2.3  Solutions related to dry surface (X3) 

 Increased the content of C16 alcohol in the additive package from 47% to 
57%. Increased strip lubricity during coiling as C16 takes more time to volatize 
than C14.(3) 

 
3.2.4  The RIE event: solving secondary speed constraints 
The RIE event was prepared with a series of conference calls from February to 
March 2011 with participants from six different sites. Extensively pre-work was 
conducted in other to prepare measurement system and testing equipments for the 
RIE week. Testing equipment where locally rented, and also shipped from sites in 
North America and Europe. An impressive mobilization was achieved. The RIE was 
finally conducted from March 14th to 18th 2011. 
The RIE team was divided into two different teams: 

 bearing team: focused on chock and bearing overheating. 
 mill window team: focused on axial thrusting. 

The main tool used during the RIE was iBA analyzer associated with position 
transducers to identify the behaviors of the chocks inside the mill. Also extensively 
brainstorming and DOE where conducted during this event. 
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Figure 9 – Worldwide team. 

 
4  RESULTS       
 
The project results are kept very stable, scratch gouge incidence has been 
maintained for several months and average speed continues to increase every 
month. Any special cause is identified and solved fast as the mechanism for the main 
speed constraints are well know and controlled now. 
 

 
Figure 10 – Rejection (in tons) during and after the Project. 

 
 Recovery losses: Decreased from 187 ton/month to 15 ton/month. 
 Average CBS speed: Increased from 930 mpm to 1054 mpm. 
 Cold rolling capacity improvement: 12000 tons/yr (goal was 10000 tons/yr). 
 EBTDA generation: US$ 6 million (considering lowest margin product: CBS). 
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Figure 11 – Productivity (in tons/hour) during and after the project. 
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Figure 12 – Scratch Gouge Team. 
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Figure 13 – RIE Team. 
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